
Equipment Overview (Craft & major items)
Read in conjunction with detailed report

Please note that the amount of equipment is dependent on the number of courses that you 
are running in relation to the number of days that you have scheduled to complete the 

programme. At present 2013, these are unknowns and are likely to only be confirmed in 
November 2013.

The data below is based on the London Olympic Games where 5 courses were possible, run 
by 6 different race teams over a period of 14 days.

Description No Comments

Start Boat - 11 Mt Cat 5 Standard cat platform with fly bridge (buy 1rent 
4) 1m1t x 5.2 m beam - great stability/ platform

Start Boat - Match racing 1 used a Beneteau ST34 as part of sole supplier 
range of hard sided boats

Pin End - 8.5m Protector 5 Used centre console to allow ease of line 
sighting - large orange staff and flag for i/d

Mark Boats - 7.5m rib 20 Open (two side by side seats) - store spare 
marks with covers inside the boat

Finish Boats 4 Not on all courses - Beneteau supplied

Rescue Boats 20 Open ribs 5.8 mt - 7 mt max (experienced staff 
with course specific skills)

Repeater Boats 6 Needed to rely the Omega signal (under their 
instruction) within FOP model for 
communications and control. Beneteau supplied

Super Subs - 8.5 m 
Protector

3 Cabin Protector with very experienced staff and 
kitted out to complete any activity

Jury Boats 20 Ribs with 90 or 140hp outboard - NB Jury boats 
should be low wash with a suitable lightweight 
boat and 60-70hp outboard (side by side seat)

Equipment Inspection 
boats

10 Ribs with 90 - 140 hp, look at function and layout 
as many used for storage of spare spinnakers

Marshall boats - mixture of 
8.5 mt Protectors and ribs

Used to control the media and maintain fair 
racing - lead marshall on each course

Written Press 5 5 boats with 12 person capacity (60 total) 
Beneteau ST 44 to provide comfortable ride and 
height so not very close to race marks

Photo press 14 7.5 - 7.8 mt ribs - OCOG controlled driver run by 
Press Ops (Venue Photo Manager i/c Sport)

OBS Boats 18 4 11mt cats and 14 ribs (see report)



Description No Comments

OBS (RHO) 10 Rights holders ribs supplied by the OCOG for 
OBS to manage

Supplied Equipment 3 - 5 Depends on craft supplied (2012 had 4 ribs and 
1 x Protector for Elliot, RS:X and Laser

Protocol Boats (Olympic 
Family and ISAF) - in 
future may depend upon 
position of spectator 
stands to Family Lounge

4 Olympic Family and ISAF President Boat - all 
Beneath supplied and were mainly Trawler 55, 
44 and one Antares GT 44 (run by Protocol with 
links to Sport)


